The Workshop on Cyber Security and Privacy

Message from the Chairs

The COMSNETS 2022 Cyber Security and Privacy Workshop is a one-day event held on January 4, 2022 in conjunction with the main COMSNETS 2022 conference. We are honored to have two keynote talks: “End-to-End Network Agnostic Security for Data” by Professor Rajat Moona (IIT Bhilai, India) and “Enterprise Security: Modern Challenges and Emerging Measures” by Sitaram Chamarty (TCS Research, India).

Despite the challenges of staging a conference during a pandemic year, the workshop received multiple submissions from around the world. As a result, the technical program committee was able to derive a strong and topical program with papers covering diverse problems pertaining to security, blockchain technology and privacy.

The detailed workshop schedule is available at https://www.comsnets.org/cybersecurity_and_privacy_workshop.html. We look forward to a fruitful interaction at the workshop.
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